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Fidelis Endpoint®

Speed Digital Forensics, Investigation and Response to  
Advanced Threats through a Single Agent and Console

Powerful Endpoint Detection and Response

Fidelis Endpoint provides deep visibility into all endpoint activity 
to enable analysts to detect, investigate, hunt and respond to 
advanced threats within minutes. Fidelis arms analysts to detect 
threats in real time and retrospectively, simplify threat hunting, 
prevent threats through process blocking that coexists with any AV 
solution, conduct deep forensic analysis, and automate responses 
with an Advanced Scripting Engine for limitless response options. 
Fidelis Endpoint has a single agent architecture that runs on and 
off grid defenses supported by cloud or on-premises management, 
and is scalable to 100,000s of endpoints.

Fidelis Endpoint enables analysts and incident responders to: 

 z Map endpoint detections to the MITRE ATT&CK™ framework to 
understand attacker TTPs and determine the proper response

 z Hunt for threats via advanced EDR features with IOC and YARA 
indicators - across Windows, macOS, and Linux systems 

 z Analyze event and process metadata in real-time or 
retrospectively, and identify suspicious files/scripts seen for the 
first time 

 z Remote access into an endpoint’s disk, files, and processes for 
faster response

 z Open threat intelligence feeds (Fidelis Insight, Open Source & 3rd 
Party, Internally Developed) 

 z Full software inventory and identification of vulnerabilities with 
links to MITRE CVEs or Microsoft KB Reports 

 z Automated protection, detection, investigation and response 
functions, plus custom scripts 

 z Optional MDR service for 24/7 coverage with detection, response, 
and analyst communications

Fidelis Endpoint provides detections (red), response (blue), and third-party intelligence and integration (tan) in a single agent with on/
off grid defenses.

Endpoint

Sandbox
z Detected Malware
z Analyze Samples
z Threat Lookup Ratings

Security Hygiene
z	Installed SW
z MITRE CVE
z Microsoft KB

Threat Intelligence
z 3rd Party Intel Feeds

REST API
SIEM
SOAR
NGFW
Etc.

Scanning Indicator 
Library
z OpenIOC, YARA
z ThreatScan
z Custom/New

Script Library
z 100s of Scripts
z Custom/New

Exe Files/Scripts
z Executable files
z Scripts, first seen

Fidelis Insight
z Threat Research
z Machine Learning

Endpoint Collector
z Event & Process Data
z Behavior Monitoring
z Retrospective Analysis
z Advanced Query Builder

Detections
Behavior Monitoring 

IOC Scanning

Response
Process Blocking

Automate Playbooks

z Single Agent, On/Off Grid
z Remote live access
z EDR- Win, macOS, Linux

z Cloud or On-Premises Mgmt. 
z Full Disk Imaging, File Collection
z Full Memory Capture & Analysis

Exe/Script 
Collection
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Visibility and Detection

 z Advanced EDR features support Windows, macOS, and Linux 
systems 

 z Map endpoint behaviors to MITRE ATT&CK to understand 
attacker TTPs

 z Access open threat intelligence feeds from third-party sources, 
internally developed, and from Fidelis Insight (including 
sandboxing, machine learning, and threat research) 

 z Automate responses using a library of predefined behavioral 
rules and the ability to create and customize your own 

 z IOC and YARA library that can be expanded and customized 

 z 30, 60, or 90 days of rich event and process metadata for real-
time and retrospective analysis and hunting against the most 
current threat intelligence 

 z Automatically apply threat intelligence to detect threats from 
system events 

 z Playback key events and review the timeline of suspected 
incidents 

 z On-demand scanning of file systems and memory using the 
Scanning Indicator Library 

 z Detects  executable files and scripts seen for the first time – 
critical for visibility of files being deleted or hidden attacker 
traces

With Live Console, users gain direct, remote access into an endpoint’s disk, files and processes, to more quickly mitigate threats found on an asset.

 z Automatic submittal of untrusted executables to cloud sandbox 
for analysis

 z On/off grid support where intelligence and detections are local 
and data is cached until reconnected and jobs resume

Forensics, Response and Prevention

 z Take actions and collect data with a customizable library of 
scripts and playbooks

 z Speed investigations and analysis with remote access into 
endpoint disks, files, and processes

 z Remotely collect forensically sound data memory captures and 
full disk images

 z Integrate with SIEMs, NGFWs, and more to execute response 
actions

 z Automate remediation, deep analysis, or custom actions with 
response playbooks

 z Threat Lookup provides cloud-based detection ratings from 
multiple scanners 

 z Block processes across enterprise endpoints using IOCs and 
YARA rules 

 z Identify vulnerabilities with installed software reporting for 
endpoints

 z Manage security hygiene with reporting on system status 
patches, AV status, and USB utilization


